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Abstract—We address the problem of cross-domain image
localization, i.e., the ability of estimating the pose of a landmark
from visual content acquired under various conditions, such as
old photographs, paintings, photos taken at a particular season,
etc. We explore a 2D approach where the pose is estimated
from geo-localized reference images that visually match the query
image. This work focuses on the retrieval of similar images, which
is a challenging task for images across different domains. We
propose a Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) framework that
adaptively combines multiple image descriptions. A regression
model is used to select the best feature combinations according
to their spatial complementarity, globally for a whole dataset
as well as adaptively for each given image. The framework is
evaluated on different datasets and the experiments prove its
advantage over classical retrieval approaches.

image retrieval. Since existing work typically uses a single
kind of visual features, such as SIFT [10], we propose to
improve retrieval accuracy by incorporating multiple feature
categories. This approach has not been widely considered for
image localization. We design a novel framework for queryadaptive feature fusion and automatic algorithm configuration.
It can effectively improve localization accuracy by increasing
retrieval precision.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II revisits related work on image localization; Section III
describes our proposed methodology; Section IV presents the
experiment results; Section V concludes the work.
II.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

R ELATED WORK

In this work, we study a novel application called crossdomain [8], [9] image localization. Our goal is to localize query images which are different in characteristics from
database images, such as postcards vs. street views. The
challenge is tackled in two steps: 1) retrieve the most similar images from a database; 2) perform place recognition
or pose estimation. This paper only covers the first step,
where our contribution is about using multiple features for

Existing work on image-based localization typically uses a
3D point retrieval approach. Place recognition and camera pose
estimation are solved by point-based voting and matching. For
example, Schindler et al. propose a city-scale place recognition
scheme [4]. They use a vocabulary tree [11] to index SIFT
features with improved strategies for tree construction and
traversal. Irschara et al. [12] consider sparse place recognition
using 3D point-clouds. They not only use real views, but also
generate synthetic views to extend localization capability. A
greedy set cover algorithm is used for selecting a representative
subset of views. The camera pose is estimated after point
correspondences are found. Li et al. [5] address city-scale
place recognition and focus on query efficiency. They prioritize
certain database features according to a set covering criterion
different from [12]. Zamir and Shah [13] use Google streetview images for place recognition. They distinguish single image localization and image group localization. Corresponding
voting and post-processing schemes are derived to refine the
matching. Chen et al. [14] study the localization of mobile
phone images using street-view databases. They propose to
enhance the matching by aggregating the query results from
two datasets with different viewing angles. Sattler et al. [6]
propose to accelerate 2D-to-3D matching by associating 3D
points with visual words and prioritizing certain words. Li
et al. [7] consider worldwide image pose estimation. They
propose a co-occurrence prior based RANSAC and bidirectional matching to maintain efficiency and accuracy. Lim [1]
et al. address real-time 6-DOF estimation in large scenes for
auto-navigation. They use a dense local descriptor for fast keypoint extraction, and a binary descriptor for key-point tracking.
Aubry et al. [15] propose a technique to align 2D depictions
of an architectural site with a 3D model.
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Another category of localization techniques, which our
work belongs to, is based on image retrieval. Conventionally,

Image-based localization is an alternative to conventional
signal-based positioning solutions represented by GPS. This
technology is particularly interesting when precise localization
solutions are unavailable. It can be potentially used for automatic navigation [1]. It is also a useful tool for location-related
multimedia applications [2], [3], such as landmark recognition
and augmented reality. The goal of image-based localization
is to infer where an image is taken by comparing it with
a database of geo-referenced visual information. Based on
this principle, the localization problem is typically modelled
as an image feature retrieval scenario, and solved by exact
or approximate nearest neighbor search. More specifically,
features are extracted from a query image and compared with
features in a database; the location is inferred from e.g. the best
matches. Depending on the required accuracy, there are mainly
two tasks: 1) place recognition and 2) camera pose estimation.
The former estimates the zone where the image was acquired;
the latter estimates the pose with six degrees of freedom (6DOF). Related research mainly focuses on accuracy, efficiency,
and scale. In order to derive a solution for large cities, or even
the whole globe, various efforts have been devoted to database
indexing and query strategies [4], [5], [6], [7].
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this is only used for place recognition [3], [8]. Recently, Song
et al. [16] propose to estimate 6-DOF after image retrieval.
Besides the mainstream approaches, others utilize additional means. For example, Gupta et al. [17] exploit relative
trajectory from visual odometry to assist localization. Kendall
et al. [18] use a neural network for small-scale relocalization.

IV.

The experiment results are mainly based on two datasets:
1)
2)

III.

I MAGE RETRIEVAL BY ADAPTIVE FEATURE FUSION

Nowadays, various local visual features, which describe
different image characteristics, have been proposed with respective pros and cons. The goal of feature fusion is to improve
content representation by determining the best combination
of features for a given application [19], [20]. The recently
proposed fusion of inverted index (FII) [21] is an effective
feature fusion strategy for image retrieval. It works by integrating the responses to a query in finer subdivisions of
multi-indexing structures which is constructed from multiple
codebooks (where visual features are clustered into a vocabulary of visual words). In this work, we further improve the
FII technique by incorporating a complementarity regression
model, as described below.
Our hypothesis in this work is that retrieval performance is
related to the spatial complementarity of the features to combine. We consider three criteria for complementarity between
features: spatial distribution of feature points (CSDi) [22],
contribution measures (CSCo) [23], and spatial cluster complementarity (CSCl) [24]. We propose to learn a linear
regression model, which estimates the mean average precision
(mAP ) for different feature combinations according to the
number of detected interest keypoints per image (Kp) and the
complementarity. The mAP is an overall measure of retrieval
performance, computed by averaging average precision across
all queries. Our objective is to select the best feature combination for each query so that mAP is maximized. We employ
the following linear regression model:
mAP = β1 Kp + β2 CSDi + β3 CSCo + β4 CSCl

2)
3)

Paris (Paris DB): This dataset is a public benchmark1
consisting of 6412 images collected from Flickr by
searching for different Paris landmarks.
ParisCrossDomain DB (PCD DB): This dataset (approximately 6500 images) consists of Paris DB images and some old images of Paris monuments.

Some examples are shown in Fig. 1. The second dataset
represents a cross-domain application, because old/modified
Paris monument images are used as queries. We have also
performed experiments with other datasets of different content,
such as Inria Holiday2 , Oxford3 . However, we only present the
results of Paris DB and PCD DB due to space limits.

(a)

Fig. 1.

(b)

Dataset: (a) Paris DB (b) Cross-domain images from PCD DB.

We select six representative detectors: Hessian affine
(hesaff) [25], color symmetry (colsym) [26], MSER
(mser) [27], Harris (har) [28], Star (star) [29], and oriented
and rotated BRIEF (orb) [30]. They detect feature points
at corners, blobs, symmetries, etc. Three local descriptors,
SIFT [10], SURF [31] and shape context (SC) [32], are used
to describe detected points. The descriptors are then used
jointly in our feature fusion based image retrieval process.
The performance is measured with mAP . Codebook size
and the value of k during nearest neighbor (k-NN) search
are two important parameters of the FII system. The optimal
codebook size in our experiments is approximately 20% of
the total points of each detector combination. The parameter k
is varied between 2 to 10 for adaptive configuration selection.

(1)

where βi are learnt model coefficients. Given a training dataset,
the training consists of the following steps:
1)

E XPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

For each image, x detectors D1 , . . . , Dx are used to
extract local features, leading to x sets of keypoints.
The number of keypoints and the complementarity

scores are computed for all Cx2 = x2 detector pairs
(Di , Dj )i6=j .
For each detector pair (Di , Dj )i6=j , one mAP is
computed using the training set and the FII approach.
The model parameters are learnt according to Eq. (1).

Given a testing dataset, complementarity scores and keypoint
counts are computed for all detector pairs, in the same way as
in the training procedure. Then we predict the mAP , denoted
by mAP 0 , using the previously trained regression model. The
detector combination with the highest mAP 0 is selected.
The above approach can predict the best detector combination globally for a dataset as well as for each query image. The
quality of image retrieval can be enhanced by image-by-image
prediction and adaptive selection of detector combinations, as
demonstrated in Section IV. The model can also adaptively
select some FII parameters, such as the number of nearest
neighbors k by varying it during training.

A. Prediction of retrieval performance
We first examine the prediction of retrieval performance
using the complementarity scores and regression model. During training, the complementarity scores and the numbers of
keypoints are computed for each detector combination using
the images of Paris DB. During testing, we use the trained
regression model to compute mAP 0 for PCD DB. Prediction
results of all detector combinations are presented in Table I for
both training and testing datasets. The combinations ’hesaffstar’ and ’hesaff-har’ show the best mAP 0 for PCD DB.
Therefore, they are used for image retrieval.
B. Image retrieval performance
The image retrieval results for Paris DB and PCD DB
are presented in this section. Due to space limits, we only
show results of the best two predicted detector pairs. We also
select one of the worst predicted combination to validate the
prediction. According to the prediction, the best performance
should be obtained with the ’hesaff-star’ combination. We
1 http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/∼vgg/data/parisbuildings/
2 https://lear.inrialpes.fr/∼jegou/data.php
3 http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/∼vgg/data/oxbuildings/

D ETECTOR COMBINATIONS AND PREDICTED mAP .

TABLE I.

PCD DB

Paris DB

Detectors pair
hesaff-colsym
hesaff-har
hesaff-orb
colsym-har
colsym-orb
mser-star
har-star
star-orb
hesaff-colsym
hesaff-har
hesaff-orb
colsym-har
colsym-orb
mser-star
har-star
star-orb

mAP
0.512
0.481
0.501
0.384
0.410
0.526
0.481
0.456
0.497
0.537
0.512
0.485
0.375
0.494
0.521
0.461

0

Detectors pair
hesaff-mser
hesaff-star
colsym-mser
colsym-star
mser-har
mser-orb
har-orb

mAP
0.548
0.547
0.429
0.457
0.481
0.510
0.458

hesaff-mser
hesaff-star
colsym-mser
colsym-star
mser-har
mser-orb
har-orb

0.535
0.549
0.468
0.458
0.519
0.465
0.493

0

denote the effective mAP by mAP \ . In Table II (the ’FII’
rows), we observe that the highest mAP \ (0.409) is indeed
obtained by ’hesaff-star’, followed by ’hesaff-har’. The worst
mAP \ is obtained with ’colsym-orb’, which again validates
the prediction. Therefore, the regression model is effective.
Next, we compare our results with a state-of-the-art late fusion
TABLE II.

R ETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE OF FEATURE FUSION .
Dataset

FII

Paris DB

LF [19]

PCD DB

Paris DB
PCD DB

Detector pair
hesaff-mser
hesaff-star
har-colsym
hesaff-star
hesaff-har
colsym-orb
hesaff-mser
hesaff-star
hesaff-star
hesaff-har

k-NN
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

mAP \
0.589
0.570
0.371
0.409
0.398
0.227
0.541
0.535
0.365
0.362

(LF) retrieval technique [19]. We use the best performing
detector combinations of LF retrieval. The results are presented
in Table II (’LF’ rows). By comparison, our fusion method
exhibits superior performance. Additionally, we observe that
for PCD DB with ’hesaff-star’, FII outperforms LF for the
first ten retrievals with an mAP of 0.656 (vs. 0.420). This is
important for applications which require accurate retrieval at
the top, such as image localization. We also present mAP \
values with single detectors in Table III. Compared with
Table II, the advantage of feature fusion is clear.
TABLE III.

R ETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE DETECTORS .

Paris DB
Detector
k-NN
hesaff
2
mser
2

mAP \
0.546
0.523

Detector
hesaff
star

PCD DB
k-NN
2
2

mAP \
0.351
0.287

C. Adaptive selection of k and detector combinations
The effective mAP can be further improved by adaptive
selection of detector combinations with varying k values
when training the regression model. Table IV lists mAP \
values for six different combinations, obtained by the two
best detector combinations and three varying k values (k =
2, 5, 10). Compared with the previous results (k = 2), the best
mAP \ (underlined) is further increased by 1.4% and 8.8% for
Paris DB and PCD DB respectively. We also observe from
Fig. 2 that most queries (about 91% and 50%) are executed
with k = 2, followed by k = 5. During the similarity search of
a query, sometimes higher values of k might include dissimilar
neighbors. Although certain combinations and k values dominate the results, these results demonstrate that the adaptive
selection of feature combinations and other configurations can
improve the retrieval performance, especially for images of
convoluted content, e.g. artworks, postcards, or other crossdomain representations with diverse content (see Fig. 2b).

TABLE IV.
E FFECTIVE mAP OBTAINED FOR ALL THE DATASETS , BY
SELECTING OPTIMAL DETECTOR PAIRS AND OPTIMAL VALUE k FOR EACH
QUERY IMAGE .
Dataset
Paris DB

PCD DB

Detector combination
hesaff-mser
hesaff-star
Adaptive detector
combination
hesaff-star
hesaff-har
Adaptive detector
combination

mAP \
k=5
k = 10
0.571
0.531
0.544
0.512
0.597
(Adaptive k 2,5 & 10)
0.409
0.402
0.372
0.398
0.393
0.354
0.445
(Adaptive k 2,5 & 10)

k=2
0.589
0.570

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Distribution of predicted values of k and detectors pairs across the
queries: (a) Paris DB and (b) PCD DB.

D. Cross-domain image localization by feature fusion
In this section, we demonstrate cross-domain image localization with the proposed retrieval framework. A set of streetlevel geo-referenced images acquired by a mobile mapping
system called Stereopolis [33] was used. We sample about
7000 images acquired in 4th and 5th districts of Paris covering
a distance of 51 km. About 6% of these images contain partial
or full views of some historical monuments such as Notre
Dame, Sorbonne, Panthéon, etc. Note that the known pose
parameters of images are not required for training or retrieval.
These parameters are only used in order to show the pose of
retrieved images on a map and to check if the monument of
interest is in the field of view (see Fig. 4). Non-georeferenced
images, such as old postcards of Paris monuments, are used
as queries for localization. An example is depicted in Fig. 3a:
the query image (Panthéon) is an old postcard. It is executed
with the ’hesaff-mser’ combination according to the prediction
model trained on Paris DB. Although the query is different in
style, our retrieval technique is able to find relevant images that
contain the same monument or similar geographic areas. After
the retrieval, we use the pose of the retrieved images to mark
on a geographical map in Fig. 4. The indicated numbers are
the rankings of retrieved images according to the similarity to
the query. For localization purposes, it is crucial to retrieve the
most similar images in the first responses. We see that seven
out of ten marks point to the correct monument. We also find
that using a single feature (e.g. hesaff) only retrieves four out of
ten (not shown due to space limits). Thus our fusion approach
is effective. Another example is shown in Fig. 3b with a photo
query – all ten retrieved images include the correct monument,
which again validates our method.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

We have presented an approach dedicated to the effective fusion of descriptions for image retrieval. It is able to
perform combinations adaptively for each image, by training
a regression model on the spatial complementarity of the
descriptions. Compared with the state-of-the-art, this adaptive
model improves the precision of retrieval across different
visual domains where the relevance of a description may vary

Retrieved images

[9]
[10]

(a)

[11]

Query image
Retrieved images

(b)

[12]

[13]
[14]

Query image

Fig. 3. Cross-domain localization of (a) Panthéon and (b) Notre Dame: the
10 first retrieved results by decreasing order of similarity, from left to right
and top to bottom.

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]
Fig. 4.

Location estimation of the Panthéon query (Fig. 3a).

from one to another. This improvement has a strong impact
on image-based localization frameworks involving an image
retrieval step, such as [16] where the 6-DOF estimation relies
on the retrieval of images from a geolocalized dataset. The
capability of localizing cross-domain content from artwork,
multimedia, etc. opens the opportunity to link content with
map databases and provide new tools for the promotion of
visual and geographical content in various domains including
culture, tourism, history, social sciences, etc.
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